
	
	

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 101 
 

In 2017, the fight over the future of public lands is largely centered in Congress. One 
tested-and-true method for influencing elected officials is by publishing your opinion in 
local papers. Elected officials rely on local papers as a gauge for public opinion. As a citizen, 
you have two main options for broadcasting your voice in the local news: Letters to the 
Editor (LTEs) and OpEds.  

	

The Basics 
What is an LTE? 

A LTE is a letter sent to a publication about an issue of concern. They are often printed in 
their own section within the newspaper. LTEs can also be published on the newspaper’s 
website. A paper that publishes both print and digital versions is preferable. LTEs tend to 
respond to a recent article in the paper and are short and to-the-point. 

What is an OpEd? 

An OpEd (opinion editorial) is a longer opinion piece that is written by a member of the 
public (not the paper’s editorial board). OpEds tend to be longer and more substantial than 
LTEs, and do not necessarily respond to a piece published in the paper. Generally fewer are 
published than LTEs.  

Why write an LTE or OpEd? 

The opinion section of the newspaper is the most read section of the newspaper. There are 
two primary audiences for your opinion piece: your local community and your elected 
officials. LTEs and OpEds are great tools to raise awareness about important issues among 
your community. They can also fire up local supporters or hold elected officials 
accountable.   

Members of Congress generally care more about local press than they do D.C. press. That’s 
because local press is a reflection of their voters’ opinions—and all members of Congress 
need their voters approval to be reelected. Most members of Congress and their staffers 
pay close attention to the opinion section of their local newspaper. Opinion pieces can also 
persuade your local elected officials to support your cause.  



	

 

LTE Best Practices 
LTEs should be localized, punchy, and timely. Your fellow community members and 
elected officials read the LTEs to find out how local people think or feel about particular 
issues and how those issues are affecting them locally. Folks are not reading LTEs to hear 
in-depth policy analysis or to engage in a national level policy debate. The local angle reigns 
supreme.  

LTEs are composed of two parts: the email or submission form to the paper and the LTE 
itself.  

Tips for the initial email/submission form 

1. Be timely! Publishers are looking for opinions on current issues, often in response 
to pieces the paper has already published. The more timely you are the more likely 
you will be to get published.  

2. Do your research. Most but not all newspapers have LTE sections. Also think about 
influential local websites, alternative papers, your favorite sport-specific magazine. 
Each publication has different rules on LTE submission. Some are emailed directly to 
staff others are through a submission form on the publication’s website. 
Publications will also only take LTEs that are a specific length. Not adhering to length 
(usually 200 words) or submitting in the preferred manner will doom your LTEs 
chances. 

3. Be sure to include your full name and contact. You may contacted to verify your 
identity before publication.  

4. Don’t send the same letter to competing publications. They want to publish 
original content. Having two identical LTEs published in competing papers is an easy 
way to never get published by either one ever again.  If you are informed that you 
piece will not be published, or you haven’t heard from the publication for more than 
a week, it is OK to then submit to another paper.  

 

Tips for writing a LTE 

1. Be timely! So important we said it twice.  
2. Keep it short. Most LTEs are around 200 words. Mention your reason for writing in 

the first sentence and limit your LTE to one or two key points.  
3. Be punchy. Lots of LTEs are boring. Take a strong stance with strong language. 

Demonstrate urgency. Be clever.  



	

4. Tell your story. Personal stories are the best way for local community to connect 
with you and your point of view. How is this issue affecting you and your family? 
Why are public lands important to you? 

5. Know your audience. Who reads this publication? Make sure to take their point of 
view into account to increase the chances of publication.  

6. Keep it simple. Facts and figures are boring. Your story and passion is more 
important and a better way to persuade.  

7. Call to action. End your LTE with a call to action. You can encourage folks to write 
or call their elected officials.  

8. Spell check. Get a friend or family member to double check for spelling or grammar 
mistakes.  

9. Practice. If you don’t get published that’s OK! Wait for another timely opportunity, 
and try again.  

 

Getting Published 
Be on the lookout for your LTE. The publisher may not contact you before publication.   

If you are published, great work! Amplify your message by emailing all your friends and 
sharing on Facebook, Twitter, etc. Also, please let Outdoor Alliance know by emailing 
tania@outdooralliance.org so we can amplify, too.  

 

LTE  Template 
Here is a sample letter to the editor format to help you organize your ideas. Remember, be 
creative, clear, opinionated, and succinct — keep it under 200 words.  

 

Newspaper name:  

Newspaper address, fax or email:  

Date:  

Yesterday, you reported that _______________________ 

This is [wrong/ironic/silly] because ______________________________ 

As a [skier/mountain biker/community member/voter], I think _________________________ 

What [elected officials/land managers/other people] don’t realize is 
_________________________ 



	

Sincerely,  

Signature [Your name, address, email, and phone number] 

	

Sample LTE 
Here’s an example of an LTE about state management. It’s longer than the average LTE, but 
is a great model: 

 

Regarding ongoing efforts by Utah to take over federal public lands: 

I live in Big Water, near Lake Powell, between the Grand Staircase Escalante National 
Monument and School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA) lands, which are 
federal lands given to Utah by the feds in exchange for the SITLA land (approximately 
180,000 acres) tied up in the monument at its creation in 1996. 

Since this land exchange, little has changed, except for the incredible proliferation of new 
roads, mostly 4-wheeler tracks. Before the land swap, we would occasionally see a BLM 
truck out on patrol. Since the land swap, we have never, ever seen any Utah state official 
presence out on the roads.  
Last week we came across a crew with the local power company that was assigned to 
replace some large power poles serving cell towers on SITLA land. The very twisty 4WD 
road that accessed the work area needed to be straightened to allow that access. The 
foreman we spoke with said that he first called the BLM for a permit, thinking this was still 
federal land. When the BLM informed him that it was state land, his response was, "Well, 
then we'll straighten it out for them," and work proceeded, as he knew that no one at the 
state level cared who did what on their land. Common knowledge, locally. No one at SITLA 
really cares what damage is done to their "state protected lands." 

This tells me just how ready the state is to take over management of the federal lands in 
our state. Which is to say, not at all. 


